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IN THIS ISSUE...
Dear All,
Welcome to this month’s issue of Gas Connect. Amidst the surge in COVID cases, I hope you and your
family are safe, healthy, and cautious. For those who are currently affected by the pandemic, I wish for
your speedy recovery.
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At IGX, we are truly committed to make the platform a competitive marketplace for gas trading. With
an aim to increase the availability of natural gas from additional sources on the exchange platform for
the benefit of the consumers, we have introduced two new trading hubs in this month viz., Dabhol and
Jaigarh in Maharashtra. With this addition, we are now operating from five physical gas hubs namely,
Dahej, Hazira, KG Basin, Dabhol & Jaigarh. Introduction of these two new hubs will have several
advantages for the consumers, including increase in liquidity with an increase in suppliers, thereby
making sourcing of gas from IGX even more competitive, and, benefit of application of local VAT rates
for the participants from Maharashtra.
On the volumes traded on IGX, we are pleased to share with you that we traded around 85,000
MMBtu of Gas in the month of April 2021. This has been achieved despite the increase in prices in
the International Market. We believe that the introduction of the aforementioned new trading hubs will
further increase the trade at more competitive prices.
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On the global front, Europe and Asia’s gas prices remained at higher end; both Title Transfer Facility
(TTF) and National Balancing Point contracts remained above $7/MMBtu while Japan-Korea Marker
(JKM) futures above $8/MMBtu. US Henry Hub spot prices remained well below $3/MMBtu for
April 2021.
A competitive gas market is required to have an Independent Transport System Operator (TSO) for
regulating common carrier capacity in gas pipelines to boost the gas-based economy. The ‘Experts
Speak’ section of this issue covers various aspects of TSO and a roadmap for TSO in the Indian gas
market. I hope that you enjoy reading it.
Also, in the ‘Leaders Speak’ section, Joachim Moxon, LNG analyst from Independent Commodity
Intelligence Services (ICIS) has shared some interesting insights on India’s reaction to short-term LNG
disruption and what the near-term holds.
We thank you for your consistent patronage and hope you find this edition of Gas Connect informative
and interesting.
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With regards,
Rajesh Kumar Mediratta
CBO, IGX
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IGX BUZZ
APRIL 2021 TRADE DETAILS

IGX PRICE VS SPOT & LONG-TERM PRICE

IGX Trade Details in MMBtu
Buy Bids

Sell Bids

Traded Volume

Monthly

1,02,300

1,17,800

65,100

Fortnightly

1,46,000

1,21,000

15,000

7,000

1,70,800

2,800

Total

2,55,300

4,09,600

82,900

PRICE `/MMBTU

Product

Weekly

BENCHMARKS VS IGX PRICE
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(Source: IGX Analysis)

IGX UPDATES

Benchmarks vs IGX Price
(in ` per MMBtu)

Webinar on Recent Global Gas Market Trends and Outlook
for 2021

Month

Spot LNG
(estimated)

Long-Term LNG
(estimated)

IGX Price

Key Speakers: Mr. Rajesh K Mediratta, CBO, IGX, Mr. Prasanna

Jan ’21

` 633

` 556

` 537

Rao, Head-Market Operations, IGX, Mr. Jean Baptiste Dubreuil,

Feb ’21

` 998

` 601

` 736

Sr. Natural Gas Analyst, IEA, Mr. Gergely Molnar, Gas Analyst,

Mar ’21

` 598

` 673

` 462

IEA, Mr. Akos Losz, Gas Analyst, IEA.

Apr ’21

` 500

` 728

` 452

May ’21

` 562

` 700

` 509

Participants: 150+ stakeholders across the sector.
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LEADERS SPEAK
PERFECT STORM
Another market shock was in store for the winter 2020-21,
as spot prices soared on a perfect storm of demand-supply
factors, which saw Indian buyers retreat from the spot market
ICIS ANALYST VIEW: INDIA’S

once again. Most recently, we saw buyers in India assessing

REACTION TO SHORT-TERM

the impact of Suez congestion on Qatari prompt supply offers,

LNG DISRUPTION AND WHAT

which was another unexpected event.

THE NEAR-TERM HOLDS
By ICIS LNG ANALYST, Joachim Moxon

The development of this winter was a reminder of the global
nature of the LNG market and its implications for gas supply

With an idea to create a 24-month rolling forecast that would

to India. A cold burst in northeast Asia was compounded by

reflect the shifting, often unexpected conditions that shape

insufficient storage capacity in China and Japan, several supply

the short-term LNG market, the Independent Commodity

issues at key export plants in Australia, and lower volumes

Intelligence Services (ICIS) launched its India LNG demand

from Qatar. Outages at other export terminals were also seen.

forecast in December 2019.

Shipping capacity became constrained as more cargos were

Indeed, there have been dramatic shifts in the market since we

pulled from the Atlantic basin, which resulted in longer sea

first started out, and a lot of lessons have been taught along the

voyages and congestion at the Panama Canal. If we are going

way. Indian buying appetite went from a high amid weak spot

to have any hope of anticipating events of this magnitude, a

prices in early 2020, to a sudden low as market talk turned from

global view of supply and demand must be continually updated

spot opportunities to covid-related force majeure.

as events unfold.

INDIA LNG IMPORTS BY TERMINAL 2018 - 21
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PRICE IMPACT

GAIL plans to complete six pipeline sections in 2021, all of

It wasn’t hard to spot the impact on Indian LNG spot buyers,

which could be subject to change in schedule. The same goes

which had already been pulling back from the market since

for the start-up of fertiliser plants in Gorakhpur, Sindri, Barauni

late 2020.

and the Matix fertiliser plant, which are all in various stages of

As prices soared to double digits, with the ICIS DES India

capacity and progress on new connections between the states

assessment peaking at $28.00/MMBtu, Indian spot volumes

of Gujarat and Rajasthan will also be key factors for continued

fell by close to 40% year-on-year in both January and February

demand growth through the Mundra LNG terminal. In short,

2021, according to ICIS analysis. As an example of its impact

there are a lot of moving pieces in the air, which will shape the

on sectoral consumption, LNG use in the Indian power sector

Indian gas market in the months to come.

dipped from December 2020 to February 2021, averaging 18%
lower year-on-year through this period.

commissioning. The expansion of the downstream pipeline

ICIS has therefore chosen to approach LNG demand forecasting
from a dynamic short-term perspective, striving to be adaptive

Meanwhile, gas prices in Europe remained comparatively stable,

to market changes and events on the ground as they unfold.

with the ICIS TTF benchmark peaking only briefly at $9.43/

We aim not to predict the future but to provide all available

MMBtu. This reflected the higher degree of storage capacity

need-to-know information at any given time. In a fast changing

in Europe, which helped to balance not only the European

and dynamic LNG market, we believe this is what’s required for

gas market but also global LNG, as it facilitated the diversion

market participants to make decisions for the short-term.

of cargos to Asia. It also highlighted the advantages of LNG

In terms of gas-on-gas competition, we note that production

indexation to liquid and transparent international gas hubs.

from new deepwater fields in the KG Basin is ramping up
while market conditions for Indian domestic gas in general

NEAR-TERM FUTURE: NEW DEMAND WILL BE CREATED,

remains challenging. We had expected the price ceiling for

AMPLE SUPPLY GLOBALLY

domestic gas to be raised, only to see it fall to a historic low

Looking ahead, ICIS sees several important developments

during April-September. While it is difficult to quantify its direct

in Indian LNG demand. We are keeping a close eye on the
development of new pipelines, with the Urja Ganga project being
the main focus of attention. The revival of old fertiliser plants
in the North East is expected to result in GAIL taking more of

impact, this could complicate expectations of a rise in domestic
gas production. We therefore continue to monitor pricing and
production volumes and will adjust our
expectations accordingly.

its US LNG offtake to India. With the completion of the Kochi-

While LNG spot prices now appear more stable, with the ICIS

Mangalore pipeline and future development of IOC’s network in

forward curve showing seasonal peak and troughs between low

Tamil Nadu, more LNG should also be reaching South India

$6.00/MMBtu to high $8.00/MMBtu, recent history has shown

this year.

us how quickly this can change. A forward curve is not a price

However, as it is generally the case with large infrastructure
projects, completion deadlines often become moving targets.

forecast and volatility in the spot market is likely to continue to
produce swings in Indian buying behaviour.

We initially expected the completion of the Kochi-Mangalore

Nonetheless, our six-month outlook points to relative

pipeline back in mid-2020 before pushing it back bit by bit to its

oversupply. Global output is expected to increase by 7m and

eventual completion in November. The Jaigarh import terminal

11m tonnes year-on-year in the second and third quarters of

in Maharashtra was planned to complete commissioning last

this year, with much of the additional volume coming from the

May before the pandemic, and the need to replace its FSRU

US. On the demand side, we see surplus volumes absorbed

threw it a curveball. One year later, the terminal is now having

largely by China and India. Both the Asian giants are active spot

a second go at commissioning, with expectations of cargo

buyers and have both shown a high degree of flexibility during

delivery still to be fully assessed.
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periods of ample supply.

EXPERTS SPEAK
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM OPERATOR (TSO) FOR INDIAN GAS MARKET
Rohit Yadav, Sr. Executive - Strategy, IGX
Introduction
A Transmission System Operator (TSO) is an entity entrusted with ensuring the transportation of natural gas
on a national/regional level, using the fixed pipeline infrastructure. It facilitates access to gas pipelines and
ensures the dissemination of accurate, reliable data on pipeline capacity availability, utilisation, and physical
flows on a fair and non-discriminatory basis.

Functions of TSO
System Management

Commercial

Asset Operations

Network Improvement

• Basic Transmission,
Scheduling & Reliability

• Revenue collection and
disbursement

• Operational planning
• Maintenance & Strategy

• Decision power on
investment

• Operational Planning

• Demand forecasting

• Analysing System
Disturbance and actions
on Balancing

• Interaction with
customers, stakeholders,
regulator etc.

• Congestion/Imbalance
Management

• Scheme development

• Strategy and planning

Source: Capgemini

Different Models of TSO
It has been seen that different types of TSO models have been adopted by different nations, based upon their market and regulatory
requirements. The most common of these models are described below:
1. Independent Transmission System Operator (ITSO): The Network System Operator owns the transmission assets and operates
the network, which is independently owned. This model has been adopted for both electricity and gas markets in Denmark, the
Netherlands, Portugal, UK, Spain, and Sweden, and for electricity or gas in Hungary and Italy.
2. Independent System Operator (ISO): The ISO model requires the transmission and generation assets within a vertically integrated
utility company to be physically and legally separated. In this market model, the ISO is solely responsible for all operations to
meet the demand across the entire system. Many of the ISO models which exist worldwide (Ukraine, Scotland, USA, Canada,
South America, Australia), have variances associated with market rules, governance, the regulator’s role, and the scope of tasks
performed by the ISO.
ITSO

Production/Purchase
Marketing

Transmission assets
owned and operated
by an independent
entity
Source: USEA & Capgemini

Transmission
system owner and
operator

ISO
Production/Purchase
Marketing
---------------------Transmission System
Owner

Transmission
assets owned by
a subsidiary of the
supply company
(legal unbundling)

Transmission
system operator

Independent manager
of transmission
system; does not own
any asset

Global cases of TSO evolution
Ukraine
The transportation of natural gas through the territory of Ukraine is carried out by the gas transmission system operator – Limited
Liability Company (LLC) Gas TSO of Ukraine or TSO. The TSO was incorporated in 2019 by JSC Mahistralni Gazoprovody Ukrainy
(MGU) which is 100% owned by the Ministry of Finance of Ukraine and has been a certified operator since 1 January, 2020.
According to the results of the first half of 2020, LLC Gas TSO of Ukraine has 33,000 km. of gas pipelines.
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Evolution of LLC Gas TSO
01-02-2019
Establishment
of LLC Gas TSO
Ukraine to meet
the requirements
on unbundling
of natural gas
transportation
activities.

01-06-2019

17-12-2019

Service Level
Agreement
concluded
between LLC
Gas TSO of
Ukraine and JSC
Ukrtransgaz, to
ensure safe and
efficient operation
of the main GTS
facilities.

the EU Energy
Community
Secretariat
certified LLC
Gas TSO of
Ukraine as the
gas transmission
system operator

24-12-2019

01-01-2020

Based on NG
Market Law of
Ukraine, the NEURC
supported the
certification of LLC
Gas TSO of Ukraine
according to ISO
model & issued
license to carry out
NG transmission
activities.

LLC Gas TSO
of Ukraine was
fully separated
from Naftogaz
Group and started
performing its
functions.

Source: UA TSO

Netherlands
Gasunie manages and maintains the infrastructure for large-scale transport and storage of gas in the Netherlands and the northern
part of Germany. Gasunie has two subsidiaries that manage the gas transport network: Gasunie Deutschland in Germany, and
Gasunie Transport Services (GTS) in the Netherlands.
Evolution of GTS as TSO
01-01-2000
Transmission
Services division was
organisationally split
from Gasunie.

01-01-2002

01-07-2004

01-07-2005

Organisational
unbundling of Gasunie
into Gas Transport
Services and Gasunie
Trade & Supply.

Establishment of Gas
Transport Services B.V.
as an independent and
regulated TSO with its
own board.

Establishment of N.V.
Nederlandse Gasunie
as an independent gas
transmission company
including GTS as TSO

Source: Gasuine

Indian TSO in Power Sector, Power System Operation Corporation Limited (POSCO)
Power System Operation Corporation Limited (POSOCO) is a wholly owned Government of India Enterprise under the Ministry of
Power. It consists of five Regional Load Despatch Centres (RLDC) and a National Load Despatch Centre (NLDC).
In India, the evolution of power markets can be treated as a case in point. The Electricity Act (2003) and subsequent reforms paved
the way for the introduction of competition and development of a market mechanism for trading power. Setting up of POSOCO was
one of the key steps in this journey.
Evolution of POSOCO is shown in the below diagram:
Evolution of POSOCO (1994-2017)

RLDC

PGCIL

RLDC

POSOCO

POSOCO
POSOCO

CEA

RLDCs

PGCIL

PGCIL

PGCIL

Stage-I

Stage-II

Stage-III

Stage-IV

Stage-V

(Pre-1994)

(1994-2003)

(2003)

(2010)

(2014)

Budgetary Support

Budgetary Support

Ring Fencing,

Financial

Cabinet Approval

Schedule ‘A’

from GoI

from GoI

Fees & Charges

separation &

POSOCO as an

CPSE

approved by CERC

POSOCO a wholly

Independent

owned subsidiary

System Operator

Source: POSOCO
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(2017)
POSOCO as a

Major functions and other related aspects of POSOCO such as - functional autonomy, financial autonomy, working under regulatory
framework, etc. are listed in the table below:
Description

Details

Functions

Supervise and control aspects concerning operations.
• Apex organisation for HR requirements
• Planning and implementation of infrastructure
• Co-ordinate the functioning of NLDC & RLDCs
• Advice and assist SLDCs including Specialised Training
Public Sector Undertaking; 100% owned by Ministry of Power
CERC Fees and Charges Regulations
Provided by CERC

Functional Autonomy
Financial Autonomy
Regulatory Framework

Roadmap for TSO in Indian Gas Market:
The Government of India has set a policy target of increasing the share of natural gas in India’s energy basket from current 6.5% to
15% by 2030. To undertake such an increase in share of natural gas in India, it is imperative to drive investments across the sector.
In the Union Budget for 2021-22, Finance Minister Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman announced a TSO for regulating common carrier
capacity in gas pipelines to boost gas-based economy.
Also, PNGRB has proposed Independent System Operator (ISO) for Indian Gas Market on lines of POSOCO, the draft regulations for
public consultation are expected shortly.
ISO will broadly perform various functions like:
•

Integration of various pipelines in India

•

Network planning, Booking capacity, Nomination & Scheduling for common and contract carrier

•

Imbalance Management: Parking, Lending, Netting & Trading services

•

Collection of data and displaying on Gas Bulletin Board (GBB) on real-time basis to maintain transparency

Steps for ISO incorporation

Establishment of an Independent Entity as ISO regulated by PNGRB

Unbundling of Gas Marketing & Transporting activities of various entities

Service level agreement between ISO and existing transporter.

ISO to be licensed and certified to operate as per the regulations floated by regulator

Proposed ISO Model for Indian Gas Market

Revenue to operate and
invest in the network

Access Fees

Contractual obligations
to provide network

Transmission Owners

GAIL, GSPCL, PIL, IOCL, etc.

Regulatory Obligations
PNGRB

Pipeline Integration

Network access
agreement

ISO

Regulatory Obligations
PNGRB

Standard Grid Code

End Users

Conclusion:
Based upon the learnings from various nations with matured gas markets, TSO will be one of the key enablers to develop a vibrant
gas market in India, and shall level the playing field for all market participants. Furthermore, it will provide a single-window solution
for gas transportation in the country and will avoid any conflict of interest regarding the transportation and sale of gas.
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MEDIA PULSE
GLOBAL ENERGY DEMAND TO INCREASE IN 2021
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/oil-gas/global-energy-demand-to-increase-by-4-6-in-2021-iea/
articleshow/82163196.cms


According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), Global energy demand is set to increase by 4.6% in 2021, more than offsetting
the 4% contraction in 2020 and pushing demand above 2019 levels



This demand recovery would also boost energy-related carbon dioxide emissions by almost 5% in 2021



Global carbon emissions are set up to jump by 1.5 billion tonnes this year - driven by the resurgence of coal use in the power
sector. This is a wake-up call that the economic recovery from the COVID crisis is not very sustainable



Global oil demand is forecast to rise 6.2% in 2021, but will stay around 3% below 2019 levels



Natural gas demand is expected to grow by 3.2% in 2021, driven by the rising demand in Asia, the Middle East and Russia.
The gas demand would exceed 2019 levels by 1%
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INDIAN GAS SECTOR HIGHLIGHTS
NATURAL GAS GROSS PRODUCTION
In MMSCMD

LNG IMPORTS

Pvt./JVs

Oil

In MMSCMD

ONGC

95.87

95.8
86.5

.1%

77.8
11%

61.4

59.1

6.7
6.8

20.7

9.6
Mar 2020

Mar 2020

Mar 2021

Mar 2021

SECTORAL CONSUMPTION OF NATURAL GAS (MARCH 2021 AND FY 2021)
R-LNG Consumption

Qty. in MMSCMD
MAR 2021

19.7

Domestic Gas Consumption

2.6

9.5
29

9.3

12.9

17.8

16.3

17.2
17.03
Fertiliser

3.06
CGD

Power

Refinery

4.8
Petrochemical

Others

Source: PPAC

SECTOR-WISE NG CONSUMPTION
In MMSCMD

Fertiliser

Power

CGD

Refinery

Petrochem

Other

Total

99

100
78

80

90

85

75
60

60

69

60

40
20
0
D-NG

R-LNG
Q1-FY 21

D-NG

R-LNG

D-NG

Q2-FY 21

R-LNG
Q3-FY 21

D-NG

R-LNG
Q4-FY 21

D-NG – Domestic Natural Gas | R-LNG – Regasified Liquefied Natural Gas
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Connect with us
+91-120-4648100
info@igxindia.com
www.igxindia.com
/IndianGasExchange
Plot No. C-001/A/1, 9th Floor, Max Towers,
Sector 16 B, Noida, Gautam Buddha Nagar,
Uttar Pradesh-201301
Please click here for feedback
https://forms.gle/5QNHGac5t5tPvML66

